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Backdrop
Paris Agreement: two degrees or less – zero net emissions in the
second half of the century
Requires deep cuts now, especially where long-lived assets are
concerned (or face much higher costs later)

 What are the incentives to invest in long-lived assets from carbon taxes
and from emissions trading systems?

effective marginal carbon rates
effective average carbon rates (work in progress)
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Effective (Marginal) Carbon Rates
Effective carbon rates (ECRs) are the total price on CO2 emissions
from energy use as a result of market-based policy instruments.

Effective Carbon Rate
(EUR per tonne of CO2)
Emission permit price
Carbon tax

Specific taxes on
energy use
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Effective (Marginal) Carbon Rates
Average ECRs across 41 countries by sector,
showing ETS and Tax component
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Source: Effective Carbon Rates, OECD, 2016, http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933390631

Effective (Marginal) Carbon Rates,
EU 21, non-transport
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Average ECRs, EU 21, showing ETS and Tax component
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[ETS-A] = all subject to the ETS
[ETS-P] = partially subject to the ETS

Source: Taxing Energy Use, OECD, 2013, http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888932766282
HEATING & PROCESS USE

Tax base – energy use – expressed in thousands of tonnes of CO2
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